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Legendary for performance, reliability and ease of use, we 

set the standard by which all hydrotherapy is measured. 

While imitation may be the sincerest form of f lattery, only         

60 years of innovation can produce swim spa designs made 

to the demanding standards of the Jacuzzi® Brand. 

Jacuzzi® Brand products are manufactured in 5 countries, enjoyed in more than 

100 countries worldwide, and employ thousands of people around the world. 

Representing decades of innovation, design, performance and ease of use, the 

Jacuzzi® Brand is trusted by millions of customers globally.

JACUZZI® BRAND
IS AN ICON

Hot TubsSwim Spas

Saunas

Commercial

ShowersBathtubs
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When the seven Jacuzzi brothers immigrated to the U.S., 

they had no idea that a pump they designed for orchards 

would revolutionize hydrotherapy in the home. While the 

family’s critical need to change the life of a child triggered this 

invention, a desire for wellness founded an industry.

HERITAGE

The Jacuzzi family departs Italy for the United States and transforms the 

aviation and agriculture industries.

Jacuzzi soon became a household name thanks in part to repeated 

appearances on the national daytime television show, Queen for a Day, which 

boasted 20 million viewers. The Jacuzzi® Brand became an overnight sensation.

When Ken Jacuzzi, age 2, is diagnosed with rheumatoid arthritis, his father 

invents a portable hydrotherapy pump to provide pain-relieving hydrotherapy.

With a foundation in health and wellness and a dedication to research and 

innovation, Jacuzzi continues to develop products that improve the lives 

of both high-performance athletes and everyday people while leading the 

industry as the most recognized brand in the world.

Through the years, the Jacuzzi® Brand has been awarded more than

700 patents, laying our foundation for unmatched hydrotherapy and leading

to breakthroughs in jet engineering, design, and technology. 
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Jacuzzi® premium products support the needs of high endurance 

athletes and teams who are committed to maintaining and improving 

their quality of life, both during and beyond their active careers through 

the power of hydrotherapy. Whether you’re a professional athlete or 

a weekend warrior, Jacuzzi® products increase your ability to train, 

recover, relax and perform, harnessing water’s natural ability to heal 

the mind, body and soul.

The Jacuzzi® Brand proudly partners with endurance athletes and 

professional teams around the world.

PERFORMANCE

AMY PURDY
Paralympic Snowboarder

JOEY MANTIA
Olympian and World Champion
Speed Skater

KIMBERLEY MORRISON
Triathlete and Ironman Champion

EDWARD BAXTER
Youth Commonwealth Games 
Champion & British Record Holder

TRACE WORTHINGTON
2X Olympian and U.S. Ski and 
Snowboard Hall of Famer

MELISSA STOCKWELL
Paralympian and Former U.S. Army 
Officer

JASON LINDSAY
Professional Trainer

JANET EVANS
Olympian and World Cup Champion 
Freestyle Swimmer

THURL BAILEY
Retired NBA Player and Inspirational  
Speaker

CYDNEY CLANTON
LPGA Pro

MIKE ERUZIONE
Captain of the Gold Medal-Winning 
1980 Winter Olympic Hockey Team

STEVE NYMAN
Olympian and World Cup Ski Racer

TIM JITLOFF
2X Olympian and U.S. Ski Team 
Member

ADAM PEATY
Olympic Gold Medalist and  
World Record Holder - GB Swimming
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WHAT KIND OF 
SWIMMER ARE YOU?

COMPETITIVE SWIMMER

FITNESS POOL SEEKER

FAMILY GATHERING FOCUSED

JACUZZI® POWERPRO® COLLECTION

1. Turn-free laps

2. Adjustable Jacuzzi® PowerPro® PX swim current

3. SteadySwim™ buoyancy jet to support swim position

4. Swim Selector control near swim jets

5. ProTouch™ control near hydrotherapy seats

6. Soft Stride mat for no-slip aquatic exercise

7. A SmoothSwim™ shell design 

8. Four hydromassage seats 

POWERACTIVE™ COLLECTION

1. Turn-free laps

2. Adjustable PowerActive™ AX swim current

3. SteadySwim™ buoyancy jet to support swim position

4. ProTouch™ control near hydrotherapy seats

5. Soft Stride mat for no-slip aquatic exercise

6. A SmoothSwim™ shell design 

7. Four hydromassage seats 

8. CLEARRAY Active Oxygen™ Clean Water System

POWERPLAY® COLLECTION

1. Spacious area for swimming, relaxing, and playing

2. Adjustable PowerPlay®  CX swim jets 

3. TP 600 topside control near hydrotherapy seats

4. Soft Stride mat for no-slip aquatic exercise

5. Turbulence-free return suctions 

6. Mix of hydromassage seats and bench seating

7. Seats up to 9 people

8. PowerTone® Aquatic Fitness Kit (optional)

9. CLEARRAY Active Oxygen® Clean Water System

10. Standard FORM Goggles wearable technology

11. 48” exercise bar (optional)

12. PowerTone® Aquatic Fitness Kit (optional)

9. FORM Goggles wearable technology (optional)

10. 48” exercise Bar (optional)

11. PowerTone® Aquatic Fitness Kit (optional)
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Suctions towards the back of the swim spa pull the flow of water for a more predictable current.

FLOW RETURN SUCTIONS

Adjustable flow of the swim jets produces consistently smooth water simultaneously, so that you 

can maintain a steady swim without being pushed out of your swim lane.

BALANCED SWIM JETS 

A unique shell design incorporates hips to stop reflective waves, so you can always enjoy the 

perfect swim.

REFLECTIVE HIPS

The best high-performance swim experience combines the latest 

aquatic technology with the expertise of Jacuzzi® PowerPro® Jets 

for a predictable swim.

PRECISION SWIM

A unique buoyancy jet combines just the right amount of air with an extremely predictable current 

to help elevate you into the proper body position so you can focus on perfecting your stroke.

STEADYSWIM™ BUOYANCY JET
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HYDROMASSAGE
The combination of versatile Jacuzzi® PowerPro® Jets, and our 

ergonomically designed seats, our products deliver an adjustable high-

flow, low-pressure hydromassage and a powerful swim experience.

Targeting common swim muscles, the spinning RX jet seat delivers comforting 

relief to the back and neck utilizing the highest performance hydromassage 

the Jacuzzi® Brand offers.

RX JET THERAPY SEAT RX NX2

Alleviating swimmer's soreness in the neck, shoulders and back, the full 

coverage massage seat delivers a deep, adjustable, rifling, spiral stream of air 

and water.

FX-R PXFX THERAPY SEAT NX2FX

To ensure you experience an optimal massage, our 

swim spas are engineered using dimensions from the 

average measurements of 90% of the population.

PERSONALIZED MASSAGE

ANTHROPOMETRIC 
DIMENSIONS 

Jacuzzi® Swim Spas feature four seats designed to follow the contours of the body. Adjustable pillows and recessed Jacuzzi®  

PowerPro® jets placed to perfectly match key muscles used to swim deliver a comfortable, premium hydromassage 

experience.

Seats designed to follow the contours of the body 

and recessed jets placed to perfectly match the 

muscle structure of the human form delivers a 

comfortable, premium hydromassage experience for 

most body types.

ERGONOMIC SEATING

MUSCLE STRUCTURE 
JET CONFIGURATION

Tilt

D
ep

th

Lumbar
Support

Breadth

Using the Aqualibrium® Formula, each jet is 

individually calibrated to deliver the perfect balance 

of air and water, then precisely paired with the exact 

pump-to-jet ratio needed to ensure a balanced 

experience in each and every seat.

COMPLETE BALANCE

AQUALIBRIUM® 
FORMULA
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CLEAN WATER

*Clean is defined as the removal of microscopic (down to 3 micron level, varies by model) debris from the water.  The CLEARRAY Active 
Oxygen® System utilizes various technologies to achieve cleanliness. One of them is ozone, which aids in the grouping of smaller debris 
to form larger clusters that can be more easily captured in the filtration process.

**Stages of filtration may vary by collection.

We’ve combined ozone and UV-C technology to provide a hands-free 
approach to water care. 

CLEARRAY Active Oxygen® System works harder to clean* the water longer. 
Ozonated water is exposed to a UV-C bulb to energize the molecules, 
unlocking Active Oxygen to clean.*

CLEARRAY Active Oxygen® System is standard on all Jacuzzi® PowerPro® 
Collection and PowerActive™ Collection models. An optional upgrade is 
available on the PowerPlay® Collection.

SIT BACK WHILE THE WATER GOES TO WORK.

4-Stage** filtration process  
Cleaner* water means fewer water changes and less effort for you.

CLEAN* WATER, 
LESS ENERGY

Two 60sq ft ProClarity® Filters connect directly to a ProStream filtration pump that 

filters and incredible 35 gallons per minute, giving you clean water faster.

STAGES

3&4

The skimmer and unique ProCatch filter work together to clean* the water surface  

to trap large debris for easy removal.

STAGES

1&2
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QUALITY
Jacuzzi® Swim Spas are designed for reliability, both inside and out. 

We believe that quality is only as good as the people, processes 

and parts behind the products. That's why our products are 

exceptionally engineered with the best materials to ensure a 

superior product. 

PROFUSION™ SHELL

Three layers of material for a strong, 
scratch-resistant shell

FOAM INSULATION 

An air, moisture, and sound barrier 
adding structural integrity to pipes

SMARTSEAL™ TECHNOLOGY

Heat-reflecting insulation made for 
the coldest winters.

ACRYLIC

RIGID LAYER

BONDING LAYER

The combination of a strong shell, foam insulation, SmartSeal™ insulation, insulated floor and fully-adjustable venting 

help boost eco-efficiency.

ENERGY EFFICIENT ENGINEERING

Jacuzzi® PowerPro® Jets 
Adjustable high-flow, low pressure 
hydromassage

Superior ProLast™ Covers
Custom fit to lock in heat and improve energy efficiency 
and safety

ProFusion™ Shell
Three layers for a strong, scratch-resistant shell

Programmable Filtration
Efficient self-cleaning technology filters more water in 
less time

Reflective Hips
Shell design helps stop reflective waves for consistently 
smoother water

Galvanized Steel Frame
Designed for durability and increased structural support

Superior Foam Insulation
Retains heat, absorbs noise, and supports plumbing

Durable ProPolymer™ Base
Impervious to nature and moisture, and makes 
installation easy 
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ALL SEASONS POOL
Jacuzzi® Swim Spas are engineered to be the most energy eff icient 

swim spas in the world. Offering the perfect alternative to a 

traditional swimming pool, swim spas are an easy way to swim, 

workout, or just have fun all year long.

Swim spas are also very versatile when it comes to installation. 

Whether you choose to create an above-ground indoor pool 

retreat or a vaulted backyard pool paradise, your year-round pool 

can be installed just about anywhere.
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INNOVATION
Compatible with wearable technology calibrated specifically for 

Jacuzzi® Swim Spas, the FORM Smart Swim Goggles not only track 

and analyze your results; you can view these stats in real-time on 

your optical display thanks to smart technology. An app also tracks 

stats and lets you analyze results and customize your swimming 

routine, all at your convenience, at home.

FORM SMART SWIM GOGGLES
Wearable technology calibrated specifically for 
Jacuzzi® PowerPro® Swim Spas

• Optical display using smart technology

• Real-time analytics on your optical display (time, 

distance, pace, optional heart rate)

• Consistent feedback allows for uninterrupted workout

TRACK AND 
ANALYZE RESULTS

• Track stroke rate, calories, time, distance 

and workouts

• Customize your swimming routine

• Workout in the convenience of home

IN-APP GUIDANCE

• Engage with other swimmers in the app

• Share workouts and results on social

• Use for swim and resistance training for all fitness levels

COMPREHENSIVE 
FITNESS ALTERNATIVE
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FEATURES:

• FORM Goggles Wearable Technology 

• ProEndure™ Cabinetry

• Swim Selector Control

• ProTouch™ Control

• Jacuzzi® PowerPro® Jets

• Jacuzzi® PowerPro® PX Swim Jets

• SteadySwim™ Buoyancy Jet

•CLEARRAY Active Oxygen®              
Clean Water System

• Multi-stage Filtration

• Quick Drain System

• Soft Stride Mat

• Illuminated Waterfall

• Premium LED Lighting

• Adjustable Headrests

• Status Indicator Light

OPTIONAL FEATURES:

• 60 Amp GFCI With Sub-Panel Box

• Auxiliary Heater By-Pass Loop

• Solid State Frame Only - No Cabinet

• 48" Exercise Bar

• PowerTone™ Kit

• 2nd Auxiliary 3KW Heater

• ProLast™ Cover

JACUZZI®

POWERPRO®

SWIM SPA
COLLECTION

ACRYLIC OPTIONS

Platinum Smoked 
EbonySilver Pearl Brushed GrayPorcelain Modern

Hardwood

CABINETRY COLORS PROLAST™ COVERS

Gray Sienna

J-19™

J-16™

DIMENSIONS*

222 in x 93 in x 53 in
564 cm x 236 cm x 135 cm

USABLE SWIM AREA
148 in
376 cm

DRY WEIGHT
3,028 lbs.
1,374 kg.

DIMENSIONS*

186 in x 93 in x 53 in
472 cm x 236 cm x 135 cm

USABLE SWIM AREA
112 in
284 cm

DRY WEIGHT
2,600 lbs.
1,180 kg.

TOTAL FILLED WEIGHT
22,948 lbs.
10,412 kg.

AVERAGE SPA VOLUME
2,378 US gallons
9,038 liters

PUMP 1
4HP/2SPD/12/1A (NA)
3HP/2SPD/10/3A (EU/UK/AUS/NZ)

TOTAL FILLED WEIGHT
19,394 lbs.
8,799 kg.

AVERAGE SPA VOLUME
2,010 US gallons
7,638 liters

PUMP 1
4HP/2SPD/12/1A (NA)
3HP/2SPD/10/3A (EU/UK/AUS/NZ)

*All swim spa dimensions are shown in: L x W x H.

PUMP 2
4HP/2SPD/10/3.5A (NA)
3HP/2SPD/8.6/2.8A (EU/UK/AUS/NZ)

PUMP 3
4HP/2SPD/10/3.5A (NA)
3HP/2SPD/8.6/2.8A (EU/UK/AUS/NZ)

PUMP 4
4HP/2SPD/10/3.5A (NA)
3HP/2SPD/8.6/2.8A (EU/UK/AUS/NZ)

EASE OF USE

• Soft Stride mats allow you to enter and exit the swim spa safely

• Stunning, durable, synthetic wood cabinetry with an at-a-glance status indicator 
light that changes colors when your swim spa needs attention

• Swim rails are always within reach

PERFORMANCE

• Adjustable PowerPro™ PX swim jets for every level, from beginners to triathletes 

• SteadySwim™ buoyancy jet keeps swimmers aligned by elevating you into the 
proper body position 

• An unprecedented four 4Hp pumps produce a powerful velocity of water for 
premium swim blade and hydrotherapy performance

DESIGN

• A unique SmoothSwim™ shell design incorporates hips in the shell to stop 
reflective waves and keep you in your swim lane

• An exclusive swim selector control near the swim blades let you adjust your 
experience at the touch of a button, from swim current speed to preprogrammed 
workout mode

• Return suctions located at the opposite end of swim blades eliminate turbulence, 
producing a conveyor belt-like swim system for a smoother swim

PUMP 2
4HP/2SPD/10/3.5A (NA)
3HP/2SPD/8.6/2.8A (EU/UK/AUS/NZ)

PUMP 3
4HP/2SPD/10/3.5A (NA)
3HP/2SPD/8.6/2.8A (EU/UK/AUS/NZ)

PUMP 4
4HP/2SPD/10/3.5A (NA)
3HP/2SPD/8.6/2.8A (EU/UK/AUS/NZ)
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FEATURES:

• ProEndure™ Cabinetry

• ProTouch™ Control

• Jacuzzi® PowerPro® Jets

• PowerActive™ AX Swim Jets

• SteadySwim™ Buoyancy Jet

• CLEARRAY Active Oxygen®                     
Clean Water System

• Multi-stage Filtration

• Quick Drain System

• Soft Stride Mat

• Illuminated Waterfall

• Premium LED Lighting

• Adjustable Headrests

• Status Indicator Light

OPTIONAL FEATURES:

• 50 Amp GFCI With Sub-Panel Box

• Auxiliary Heater By-Pass Loop

• Solid State Frame Only - No Cabinet

• FORM Goggles Wearable Technology

• 48" Exercise Bar

• PowerTone™ Kit

• 2nd Auxiliary 3KW Heater

• ProLast™ Cover

POWERACTIVE™

SWIM SPA
COLLECTION

J-19™

J-16™

DIMENSIONS*

222 in x 93 in x 53 in
564 cm x 236 cm x 135 cm

USABLE SWIM AREA
148 in
376 cm

DRY WEIGHT
3,028 lbs.
1,374 kg.

DIMENSIONS*

186 in x 93 in x 53 in
472 cm x 236 cm x 135 cm

USABLE SWIM AREA
112 in
284 cm

DRY WEIGHT
2,600 lbs.
1,180 kg.

TOTAL FILLED WEIGHT
22,948 lbs.
10,412 kg

AVERAGE SPA VOLUME
2,378 US gallons
9,038 liters

TOTAL FILLED WEIGHT
19,394 lbs.
8,799 kg.

AVERAGE SPA VOLUME
2,010 US gallons
7,638 liters

PERFORMANCE

• PowerActive™ AX swim jets deliver a smooth, spacious current for in-place 
swimming

• SteadySwim™ buoyancy jet keeps swimmers aligned by elevating you into the 
proper body position  

• Together, a 4Hp and 5Hp pump produce a strong velocity of water for quality 
swim current and hydrotherapy performance

EASE OF USE

• Soft Stride mats allow you to enter and exit the swim spa safely 

• Stunning, durable, synthetic wood cabinetry with an at-a-glance status indicator 
light that changes colors when your swim spa needs attention

• Swim rails are always within reach

*All swim spa dimensions are shown in: L x W x H.

PUMP 1
4HP/2SPD/12/1A (NA)
3HP/2SPD/10/3A (EU/UK/AUS/NZ)

PUMP 2
5HP/1SPD/15A (NA)
4HP/1SPD/12.7A (EU/UK/AUS/NZ)

PUMP 1
4HP/2SPD/12/1A (NA)
3HP/2SPD/10/3A (EU/UK/AUS/NZ)

PUMP 2
5HP/1SPD/15A (NA)
4HP/1SPD/12.7A (EU/UK/AUS/NZ)

DESIGN

• A unique SmoothSwim™ shell design stops reflective waves, so you can always 
enjoy the perfect swim

• A ProTouch™ control lets you turn on your swim jets and adjust your hydrotherapy 
experience at the tap of a button 

• Return suctions located at the opposite end of swim jets eliminate turbulence, 
producing a conveyor belt-like swim system for a smoother swim

ACRYLIC OPTIONS

Platinum Smoked 
EbonySilver Pearl Brushed GrayPorcelain Modern

Hardwood

CABINETRY COLORS PROLAST™ COVERS

Gray Sienna
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FEATURES:

• ProFinish® Cabinetry

• TP 600 Control

• Jacuzzi® PowerPro® Jets

• PowerPlay® CX Swim Jets

• 2-Stage Filtration System

• Quick Drain System

• Soft Stride Mat

• Illuminated Waterfall

• Premium LED Lighting

• Adjustable Headrests

• Status Indicator Light

OPTIONAL FEATURES:

• CLEARRAY Active Oxygen®                     
Clean Water System

• 50 Amp GFCI With Sub-Panel Box

• Auxiliary Heater By-Pass Loop

• PowerTone™ Kit

• 2nd Auxiliary 3KW Heater

• ProLast™ Cover

POWERPLAY®

SWIM SPA
COLLECTION

J-13™

DIMENSIONS*

150 in x 93 in x 50 in
381 cm x 236 cm x 127 cm

USABLE SWIM AREA
96 in
244 cm

DRY WEIGHT
1,860 lbs.
884 kg.

TOTAL FILLED WEIGHT
13,083 lbs.
5,936 kg

AVERAGE SPA VOLUME
1,340 US gallons
5,093 liters

EASE OF USE

• Soft Stride mats allow for no-slip aquatic exercise

• Stunning, durable, synthetic wood cabinetry with an at-a-glance status indicator 
light that changes colors when your swim spa needs attention

*All swim spa dimensions are shown in: L x W x H.

PUMP 1
4HP/2SPD/12/1A (NA)
3HP/2SPD/10/3A (EU/UK/AUS/NZ)

PUMP 2
4HP/2SPD/12/1A (NA)
3HP/2SPD/10/3A (EU/UK/AUS/NZ)

PUMP 3
4HP/2SPD/12/1A (NA)
3HP/2SPD/10/3A (EU/UK/AUS/NZ)

DESIGN

• A  streamlined topside control lets you turn on your swim jets and adjust your 
hydrotherapy experience at the tap of a button 

• Return suctions located at the opposite end of swim jets eliminate turbulence for 
a smoother swim

ACRYLIC OPTIONS

Platinum Smoked 
EbonySilver Pearl Brushed GreyPorcelain Modern

Hardwood

CABINETRY COLORS PROLAST™ COVERS

Gray Sienna

PERFORMANCE

• PowerPlay® CX swim jets deliver a current perfect for an entry-level swim or 
fitness

• A mix of bench seats and hydromassage seats offer up to nine options to enjoy 
Jacuzzi® hydrotherapy

• Together, two 4Hp 2-speed pumps and a 4Hp single speed pump produce a 
consistent velocity of water for quality exercise, fun, and hydrotherapy performance
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ACCESSORIES

Made with long-lasting, weather-

resistant materials, steps make it easy 

to enter and exit your Jacuzzi® Swim Spa. 

Keep your swim spa warm and ready for use, prevent unwanted debris, and 

conserve energy with a floating cover. To be used in conjunction with a hard 

locking cover.

Light, energy-efficient, and easy to use, the next generation of swim spa cover creates a complete seal and can be operated 

by one person in less than 60 seconds.

ACCESSORIES

FLOATING COVER

ROLLAWAY COVER

Exclusively on Jacuzzi® Swim Spas Patented PowerTone™ equipment capitalizes 

on what we call the principal of fluid omni-directional drag resistance in 

water, and is designed to leverage the 3D properties of water. Quite simply,  

this means working a muscle group equally and smoothly in any direction. 

Drag resistance training is suitable for all ages and fitness levels.

The addition of this wall mounted 

option allows you to use the swim 

spa for any rehabilitation or just 

provide balance when completing 

aquatic fitness programs. Available 

on select models.

FITNESS OPTIONS

POWERTONE™ KIT 48" EXERCISE BARS

VERSASTEP™ ACCESSORY

A
C

C
ESSO

RIES

EASY TO USE

25% lighter than other rolling spa covers

SINGLE-PERSON OPERATION

One person can uncover the swim spa in 

less than 60 seconds

DURABLE DESIGN

Double-stitched, waterproof, and weather-

resistant fabric with non-collapsible supports
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